




















Mom (Dale Fawcett) and baby James "on location"
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li ke." He quotes Jerry Goodis, the Canadian
advertising executive: "Advertising doesn't
always mirror how people are thinking, but
how they're dreaming."

Consumer spending has driven the
economy for the past decade, but at what
cost? Marketing consultant Len Kubas
compares the consumer spending boom to
Phileas Fogg on the last leg of his 80-day
journey around the world, steaming across
the Atlantic from New York toward London,
burning the masts and rigging to fuel the
ship. And as we run down our savings at
home, we will increasingly have to find the
money to finance our deficits and build our
factories from abroad. They have the
money. West German's personal savings
rate is currently 13%, while Japan's is 15%.
Consumers will end up paying for govern-
ment deficits, either directly through taxes
or indirectly through higher prices.

Still, many economists are skeptical that
we can save more than we do. With our
savings at rock bottom, spending should be
heading down. But, according to Kubas, our
shopping days are far from over. Although
the binge has slowed, he still predicts a 2%
growth in retail trade over the coming year.

The idea of conspicuous consumption
may be slightly tarnished now: even Mad-
ison Avenue is abandoning images of over-
consuming self-indulgent yuppies (there
were never many of them anyway — pure-
bred yuppies constitute only 2.5% of Amer-
ican adults). But yuppies symbolized a style
of buying and living, created in equal mea-
sure by advertising, the media and the

public's fantasy life: the continuing play
world of the consumer society.

Will we ever unlearn the urge to shop?
Certainly, as Leiss points out there are
genuine pleasures to be gained from con-
suming goods. But if goods alone are the
major means of achieving satisfaction, their
limits — as well as our limits to consuming
them - are becoming apparent. Jhally
describes the past decade of spending as
"the last binge before the realities of Jap-
anese competition and the place of the
American economy in the world economy
take hold." When reality sinks in, he sug-
gests that there will be two possible reac-
tions. On the one hand, people may
become angry that the lifestyles they have
been promised are not available, not within
their reach. The fantasy kingdom of the
Reagan era will dissolve, the airy castles
of malls and consumer pleasures fade
away, leaving bitterness and anger. Or, on
the other hand, people may become more
critical of the consumer society and learn
to seek genuine satisfaction in other areas,
perhaps demanding more real control and
participation in the workplace, the commu-
nity and the political process, so that there
will be less impetus to overburden con-
sumer products with the demand that they
satisfy all our needs. Can a sweatshirt with
a store's logo on it stand in for freedom of
choice, individual identity, family, friends,
community, spiritual values and the sense
of being a useful and productive citizen?
Surely this is too much to ask of a few
ounces of dyed cotton. q

People may become more critical of the consumer
society and learn to seek genuine satisfaction in
other areas
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